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Contact Centers Are Becoming CX Centers
New efforts to enhance customer experience (CX) 

...involve exciting new technologies. But the keys to CX success and return on technology 
investments lie in the proper integration of capabilities, processes and tools.

Study after study shows how improving CX leads to loyal customers who spend more, and 
recommend your company to others. At the same time, better managing your back office 
while continuously optimizing both the efficiency and happiness of your workforce has a huge 
impact on your bottom line. 

With a truly integrated contact center, you can have it all – top line growth combined with 
bottom line cost savings and productivity enhancements. The evolution from legacy tools and 
the days of voice-first interactions, to a breadth of digital channels and devices supporting a 
wide range of customer journeys, makes the choice of platform and capabilities critical.

The keys to CX success and return on technology investments 
lie in the proper integration of capabilities, processes and tools.
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Key Business Drivers for Integration

…of customers said offering better 
service options would have made 

a difference in their decision to switch.

-- Accenture Global Pulse Survey, 2013

45%

CX Does Matter

We’re now seeing what Accenture calls the “Switching Economy”, where companies offering superior 
customer experiences will win customers (to the tune of $1.3 trillion in spending) by better addressing 
their needs. 

The modern contact center is fully integrated with mobile communications, social media, operational 
and analytical capabilities to provide exceptional CX and help grow the business. Comprehensive utilization 
of both the proper tools and trained team members is necessary for you to realize all the benefits 
of integration.

While there are likely many, here are 7 key business drivers for making the investment in the 
comprehensive elements necessary for a fully integrated contact center.

The modern contact center is fully integrated with mobile 
communications, social media, operational and analytical capabilities 
to provide exceptional CX and help grow the business.
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Replacing Older Technologies
Contact Center modernization starts with recognizing that the way customers interact with your business is rapidly changing. Among Generation Y for 
example, the phone has become the 4th choice of channel - after email, social and mobile1.

Replacing older technologies to support newer channels and enhance CX also helps you achieve more efficient automation - if everything is integrated. Journey 
orchestration is replacing simple routing, to ensure that customer management is personalized throughout the lifecycle, and information is shared across 
departments and devices.

Innovations in proactive communications preempt call center interactions and escalations, keeping your customers informed of service outages, delivery status, 
and account issues before they call.

Investments made in the right places, with integration planned from the beginning, is where most companies today are starting to transform.

1Dimension Data

1

Manufacturing 18%

Order Ful�llment 21%

Field Service 22%

Research and development 25%

Marketing 25%

Finance 25%

Customer Service 32%

Sales 38%

2014 Investments in Customer-Facing Technologies Top the List

Sales and Customer Service are 
the top departments for software 
strategy and investments in 2014

– Forrester Forrsights Software 
Survey, Q4 2013
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Meeting Business Objectives
An integrated contact center can be key to reaching specific business goals, like increasing revenue and decreasing average call handle time.

Enabling effective sales conversions, cross-selling and up-selling means equipping your sales and support agents with the tools and information needed to better 
respond to customers. An integrated contact center enables agents to close more business and support more upgrades by providing personalized, assisted 
service. ‘Personalized’ means that your agents are equipped with customer profile, location and context, so that issues and questions are addressed faster, and 
transfers are minimized. Mobile and online shopping connected to sales support means sales assistance is available where and when your customers want it.

A non-integrated contact center hampers efficiency goals, like reducing call handle time - especially when customers’ effort is high, often being forced to repeat 
information during sales and support journeys. With reduced effort comes increased loyalty, and loyal customers become your biggest advocates for reaching 
new customers.

if they can’t find a quick answer

-- Forrester Customer Experience 
Online Survey, 2013

2

52%
will abandon 

online purchases
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Connecting the Silos
Most companies today are a collection of silos, 

…with disparate systems, disconnected teams and non-integrated technologies. Buying an integrated 
contact center serves two purposes:

1. Operational efficiencies drive costs out of your business, as departments share information 
with a 360-degree view of the customer, along with their history and preferences.

2. Customer experience is maximized, as customers view your company as a cohesive unit providing 
value, rather than as a set of departments, each with a different agenda and requirements.

Connecting the silos means connecting the information, with customer accounts, profiles and processes - 
shared and accessible by all. Open standards integration ensures that legacy back-end systems, and even 
modern CRM and ERP systems, are all connected to provide the solution, instead of being disconnected 
islands of data.

44%
of companies lack the ability to 
provide a seamless handoff between 
channels for customers – regardless 
of whether they were online or 
offline

-- December 2013 Global eBusiness 
and Channel Strategy Professional 

Survey
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Moving to Digital Channels
Everything is Digital

Customers today expect to be able to communicate with you for sales and service across a variety of digital channels – choosing whichever is most convenient 
for them at the time. Purchase or support journeys now often start using a channel other than voice – such as social media, email, chat or from a mobile app. 

Too many companies believe that simply supporting multiple channels – without enabling integration between those channels – offers customers the experience 
they want. The maturity of their expectation must be matched by the maturity of your integrated contact center to handle all touchpoints - regardless of channel 
or location.

Adding to the complexity, according to Forrester, is that customers often want to use multiple communication channels in a single interaction - for example, 
chatting with a sales agent while viewing your website. When considering the purchase of an integrated contact center, your best investment must include 
support for true omni-channel journeys, where reducing customer frustration reduces churn and lost sales, through proper cross-channel experiences.

4
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Demanding Insights From Data
Analytics and reporting can transform your business, as you gain 360-degree insights 
into customer journeys, full lifecycles, and how your employees are handling interactions 
based on business rules.

There are four (4) categories of analytics that your integrated contact center must employ –

1. Statistics: Mining transactional and operational activities yields better understanding 
of trends – both good and bad

2. Speech Analytics: Analyzing the conversations your agents have with your customers 
and prospects improves workforce performance and customer experience

3. Text Analytics: ensuring that chat, SMS and email communication are efficient 
and protect your company while resolving customer issues

4. Social Analytics: monitoring customer interactions on social networks creates 
opportunities for resolving issues which impact your brand, and spawn new sales

Sales campaigns, customer service policies, regulatory compliance, and workforce 
optimization can all be dynamically driven by integrated analytics and reporting. 

Speech analytics improved collections by 24% 
and compliance to 99% 

5
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Leveraging The Workforce
Continuous workforce optimization maximizes the return on your human capital. While increased customer experience provides great business value 
and top-line growth, better managing employee performance, quality and workflows reduces your costs and improves your profitability. Analyzing customer 
conversations across channels for employee quality, sales conversion rates and compliance help you better coach employees for success, reduce the attrition 
of valuable people, and up-level the entire organization for efficiency.

Happier customers cost less to support and service. Studies have shown the correlation between an improved agent experience to better customer satisfaction.

Buying an integrated contact center incorporating continuous WFO capabilities accommodates a multitude of cross-channel customer journeys - as well as 
supporting your multi-channel workforce which possesses diverse skills and experience. 

89%

of Customer Service decision makers can correlate 
good agent experience to better customer ratings 
between 50 and 80% of the time.

-- Forrester Consulting on behalf 
of salesforce.com, July 2012
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Moving to The Cloud
Companies in all industries and segments are discovering that moving some or all of their IT operations to the Cloud provides measureable benefits. The agility 
you gain from choosing cloud deployments can significantly reduce your costs and the risks of IT failures - while at the same time enabling faster delivery of new 
capabilities and innovations.

An integrated contact center can include both on-premises and cloud-based elements to ensure short-term success. This provides the flexibility needed 
to on-board new capabilities as staffing and investment permit.

Integration of legacy applications with cloud services in this hybrid model provides easy migrations and typically speeds up deployments. Regardless of business 
size, cloud utilization can be scaled almost immediately, protecting your contact center investments in ways not otherwise possible, as you grow or adjust to 
seasonal requirements.

InnovateReduce 
Costs

Improve
Flexibility

Mitigate
Risks
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Mature Contact Centers go Beyond Multi-Channel
Companies serve customers better when they evolve their digital channel strategies to employ an integrated approach to customer experience.

People don’t think in ‘channels’. Their analogue is interacting with friends – able to switch ‘channels’ between mobile, social, chat, web, email 
and messaging –never having to start a conversation over.

And one final point……

Multi-
Channel

Simply supporting more
than one channel

Enabling a transition from
one channel to another

Cross-
Channel

Mutually aware channels,
even between digital and
physical (brick & mortar)

Omni-
Channel
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Integrated Contact Centers Pay Off
Despite all the business drivers for buying an integrated contact center, the primary reasons for doing so are to increase measurable customer experience, 
and to improve the efficiency of your operations – both of which impact the profitability of your company. 

The key is getting to a state where your contact center has become – as Gartner puts it – a ‘Customer Engagement Hub’, providing enterprise-wide benefits 
and a 360-degree view of the customer, to facilitate sales and maximize service. Actions become more predictive than reactive, and customer communications 
can be more proactive – to strengthen loyalty and to reduce costs.

In summary, customers are clearly moving, and your company needs to meet them where they are headed. Supporting digital channels and making journeys 
low-effort helps you do that, while you drive costs out of your business by connecting silos, optimizing your workforce, and moving to the Cloud. Analytics 
and reporting provide dynamic visibility of trends, and provide the opportunity to adjust and automate on the fly.

Deliver low effort, personalized and dependable customer experiences

Engage consistently and seamlessly across all touchpoints, channels and interactions

Maximize revenue and loyalty while minimizing churn and cost
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